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An interactive course providing broad knowledge-based learning across the specialty of pharmaceutical
medicine; run by BrAPP working closely with Cardiff University.
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DEAR READERS, THE first question that
you may have is “where has the journal
been?” Fear not, it has merely been
resting and recuperating. The last twelve
months have been demanding for
BrAPP, culminating in the very sad loss
of our Chairman, David Blowers, in
October 2018. Read more about him
later in this new issue.
Our long-standing and hard-working
Editor, Dr Madhu Davies, has stepped
down from full time involvement with
the journal to address the very
important developmental needs of the
PostGraduate Course in Pharmaceutical
Medicine (PGCPM) and to fulfil both her
personal professional commitments and
those of a Visiting Professor at Cardiff
University – an honour that recognises
her contribution and also the standing
of the PGCPM and BrAPP. She keeps a
close watching brief, and you may be
assured that there is a steady hand on
the tiller. We thank her for her
dedication over the past 20 years.
So what next? Our publication will
continue to address educational and
developmental needs for all our readers
and will serve as a vehicle for the small
cohort of advertisers who are so
important to us. Pharmaceutical
Physician will provide a publishing
route for those of you seeking to build
your e-portfolios and also for those of
you who have a “bee in your bonnet”
and enjoy putting pen to paper (finger
to keyboard). Please do make
contributions direct to info@brapp.org
The Spring 2019 issue brings together
snappy and readable contributors who
will challenge you: Michael Schewitz
will help you reflect upon the Bayesian
concept of prior conditions while
Richard Reid will give you some top tips
on negotiation – something our national
leaders might benefit from. Sharon
Leighton clarifies the complexity of the
Medical Information Regulatory
Framework.
Our Spring issue is published just ahead
of the 11th BrAPP Education Day (14
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March) and immediately after the launch
of the Topol Review, in collaboration
with Health Education England,
Preparing the healthcare workforce to
deliver the digital future. At Education
Day we will seek to address the issues
of digital health, and other topics that
impact upon pharmaceutical medicine
and this issue of PP features a review
piece from Ian Churcher, SVP Drug
Discovery, BenevolentAI, which
challenges industry to rethink its
discovery processes.

EDITORIAL

We are grateful to QRCC for their
round-up of current compliance issues –
a successor to our Regulatory Review
series which many readers found a
useful go-to source.
We have a new end-piece, jauntily titled
“Soapbox Warrior”, which begins with a
gentle but persuasive piece on the
benefits of complaining. If you have
something you want to get off your
chest, we would be delighted it to
include it in this feature.
As this editorial is being composed it is
strange to reflect, after a week of balmy
spring-like weather, that 12 months ago
we were in the grip of “the beast from
the East”. A small word of
congratulation should be offered here to
the stalwart trainees on the PGCPM who
fought their way through wind, snow
and very low temperatures not to
mention the rapidly failing transport
systems of the South of England to
generate 100% attendance on both days
of the Course. It might be that Mike
Kelly’s presentations were just too good
to miss! New entrants to the Course and
therefore new members of BrAPP
suggest that pharmaceutical medicine is
in very good hands for the future and
BrAPP is very much part of that
landscape.
See you at a meeting sometime soon
and look forward to your contributions.

Liz Langley
March 2019

Liz Langley
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Getting to Grips
with Global and Regional Medical Information Regulations
By Sharon Leighton, Sharon Leighton Consultancy Ltd

WHY WOULD YOU want to understand
the regulatory framework that defines
how we deliver Medical Information to
healthcare professionals (HCPs) or
patients? I resisted for many years! But
once I moved into a Global Medical
Information (MI) role and was charged
with reshaping our business to better
serve our customers and reduce costs, I
could avoid them no longer. But finding
the relevant regulations, laws or codes
of practice for even the major countries
like the United States, Japan and the 5
major European countries was daunting
task in itself. When I set up my
consultancy business 12 years ago, it
was even more essential to have a
thorough knowledge and understanding
of regulations details and interpretation.

WHY IS THE MI REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK SO COMPLEX?
Sharon Leighton
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The regulations governing
pharmacovigilance, regulatory affairs,
clinical trials and promotion are covered
in clearly defined and suitably entitled
documents. For example, the original
European directive covering the
promotion of medicines (Council
directive 92/28/EEC[1]) has the
advertising of medicinal products for
human use in its title. Likewise the
pharmacovigilance regulations are
clearly titled (see for example the EU
regulation 1235/2010 regarding the
pharmacovigilance of medicinal
products[2]). This makes it relatively easy
to find them. They are often clearly
referenced on pharmaceutical industry
webpages devoted to these business
functions.
But Medical Information does not have
its own regulations, laws or business
codes of practice. Instead you have to

read and interpret multiple documents
covering the regulatory framework for:
• Pharmacovigilance
• Advertising and Promotional Review
• Clinical Trial Disclosure
• Data Privacy
• Telecommunications
• Copyright
Just finding these documents and the
most recent version is a challenge in
itself but then you have to decide which
parts are relevant to MI practice. Most
regional and national regulations or
codes of practice have clear standards
and key principles: the medical
information used to answer customers
questions must be accurate, current,
non-promotional or misleading, reflect
the balance between the benefits and
risks, capable of substantiation and
provided promptly. In general,
responding to customers questions
about your company products is not
regarded as a promotional activity. This
gives companies more latitude on what
type of information can be used and
quoted. As Medical Information is a safe
harbour for scientific exchange, we can
share information on the clinical use of
medicines outside the approved product
licence, commonly known as off-label
information.
In some countries, MI professionals
have collaborated to put together
national guidelines on business practice.
For example, in 1994 the UK
professional association now known as
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the Pharmaceutical Information and
Pharmacovigilance Association (PIPA)
created the first set of professional
guidelines on standards in Medical
Information. They have been

• moving to a regional organizational
model;
• outsourcing or insourcing your
service;
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…YOU NEED TO ENSURE YOUR MI SERVICE IS COMPLIANT, PASSING
AUDITS OR REGULATORY INSPECTIONS AS A MINIMUM!

periodically updated (the latest revision
is 2018) to reflect changes in regulations
and technological developments[3].
Similar professional collaborations have
produced similar guidelines in Germany,
Spain and the US. Although they have
no legal basis, they help companies set
their own service standards and
determine best practice.
As the Medical Information regulatory
framework is complex and constantly
being updated with new regulations,
laws and codes of practice, we have
created a regulatory resource to cover
this topic[4]. Using the expertise of six
consultants, we thoroughly researched
national and regional regulations,
curating and how the various legal
instruments apply for the major
geographical areas of North America,
Europe, Latin America and Asia Pacific.
So, what is the value to the busy
pharmaceutical physician?

SIX REASONS WHY YOU NEED
TO KNOW ABOUT THE
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
FOR MEDICAL INFORMATION
If you have responsibility/accountability
for the MI function and are facing any
of these situations:
• globalizing your MI function;

• restructuring your organization or
services to reflect corporate changes;
• innovating how you deliver your
service or expanding to include
multiple channels like live chat,
chatbots or newer disruptive
technology like AI;
• rethinking your patient engagement
model since patients actively come to
MI personnel to answer their
medicines questions;
then you or your Medical Information
management need to sweat the small
stuff and make sure you know those
small but important details. And, of
course, you need to ensure your MI
service is compliant, passing audits or
regulatory inspections as a minimum!
#1 Your role now includes Medical
Information
Congratulations if you suddenly gained
accountability or responsibility for
Medical Information through a
promotion or new job. You probably
already have someone who manages the
service (provided by in-house or outsourced resource) and has in-depth
technical expertise, including
regulations, but you still understand
some of the complexities. As MI services

has been firmly established in all
pharmaceutical companies for many
years with well-defined business
practices, there can be a reluctance to
adopt new ways of working to be more
effective and efficient, especially if
significant investment is necessary (for
example, purchasing a new MI database
system).
I often get asked by Medical Directors
or Regional/Global Medical Affairs
senior management what is the
minimum MI service we have to
provide? They want to know what the
basic business model looks like. And
just like all business consultants, I
always reply “it depends”. We always go
to the regulatory and legal framework to
understand the minimum service
standards and situation. But this
framework for MI provision is complex
and diverse across the countries and
even across the European region. What
applies in UK, doesn’t necessarily apply
in France or Germany and vice versa.
As we all know, regulations are there to
protect patients and ensure medicines are
used effectively, safely and are
manufactured to agreed quality standards.
My qualifier when asked about the
minimum service standard is that it is
Continues on page 8 
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Continues from page 7

actually very low. But do you really want
to provide the minimum approved
regulatory information when you are
encouraging physicians and pharmacists
to choose your product against another
medicine? The core mission of any MI
service is to provide the best evidence to
support healthcare decisions about
medicines or devices in a balanced,
trustworthy way. Although HCPs can do
treatment comparisons using Google
Scholar searches and consulting their
professional peer network, they just don’t
have the time! Certainly, these sources
will reveal a significant proportion of the
publications and other data on your
products but an effective MI function also
has access to confidential company
information and can legally provide offlabel evidence to HCPs on demand.
Furthermore, they’ll package up that
complex information into easy to read
documents and hopefully deliver a great
customer experience too. So, it usually
comes down to what level of service for
valued customers does your business
want to adopt?
#2 Myths Abound
Just as history becomes legend and then
myths, so various myths about the
regulations relevant to Medical
Information provision also proliferate. A
common example is that you must have
someone physically located in all
European countries that can respond to
MI questions from HCP or patient
countries. As always, the devil is in the
detail. Certainly, some European
countries have to have designated and
named personnel with overall
responsibility for Medical Information
(for example, the Pharmacien
Responsible in France and similar roles
in Belgium and Germany) but not all
EU countries have the same
requirement.
In practice, there must always be
someone with regulatory oversight of
the MI service for compliance reasons
(especially if the service is outsourced),
but they do not have to be physically
located in particular countries.

8
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#3 Digital and Technological
Disruption
Does your service only receive
questions about your medicines through
reactive emails, phone calls and via the
sales representatives or Medical Science
Liaison staff? These traditional channels
may well have been the norm even 5
years ago but disruptive technology has
given us wider opportunities to interact
with our customers in the ways they
choose and prefer. Do you offer
multiple channels to interact with
customers, like Live Chat or through
company website contact forms? Digital
Natives are now in their 20s and you
need to be ready to meet their
expectations. What do you need to be
investing in now to be ready for the
future and do the regulations determine
what that system needs to look like? I
probably only have to mention GDPR
(aka the European General Data
Protection Regulation that impacts
systems globally, not just Europe) to
give an example of legislation that had
impact across many of our business
practices and systems!
#4 Patient
Many companies have reconsidered
how they regard and engage with
patients on an individual basis as well
as through patient organizations or
advocacy groups. Many pharmaceutical
executives and senior managers are
probably unaware just how many
patients (or their carers) often contact
companies direct. They form a
significant customer group for all
pharmaceutical companies. They are
often desperate to find answers about
problems with the medicines they take
or to investigate treatment options
available to them. Clearly, we have to
refer them back to their physician or
healthcare team as we cannot answer
personal medical matters. However,
there are many ways in which we can
responsibly share medicines information
and deliver a better patient experience.
But you need to know exactly what the
regulations or codes of practice state
about making information available
proactively or reactively. Patient Support
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Programs are very useful, but they
usually cannot provide specific
information about your medicines,
unlike your MI service. You could be
missing a unique opportunity to do
more to help patients!
#5 Outsourcing or Insourcing the MI
service
A significant proportion of companies
already outsource their frontline MI
service to third party providers. These
suppliers provide a valuable outsourcing
service, ensuring consistency of service
standards, flexibility in resourcing during
launches or product crises (like recalls)
and expertise in MI business practice for
smaller companies/countries without
dedicated MI personnel. However, you
still have to have regulatory oversight of

countries to determine your processes
and ways of working. Which brings me
neatly to the final reason: globalization
or regionalization.
#6 Regionalization or globalization
of the MI service
Every company continually looks for
operational efficiencies whilst delivering
effective services or products. Therefor
existing business practice, systems and
processes are constantly being reexamined and
globalization/regionalization can deliver
many benefits.

If you are about to outsource your
service, the regulations will determine
the minimum standards you need to set.
For example, how do the outsource staff
ensure that the answers they provide
are accurate and reflect current clinical
practice and the product label?
Companies need to have robust content
management processes to ensure
compliance. Similarly, if the decision has
been made to bring an outsource
service inhouse again (for example to
regionalize or globalize your service),
you must know the variations in
regulations and laws across the relevant

Getting to Grips
with Global and Regional Medical
Information Regulations

When any change in business practice is
considered, we always to have to be
aware of the regulatory and legal
framework. How will we re-organise our

…AN EFFECTIVE MI FUNCTION ALSO HAS ACCESS TO CONFIDENTIAL
COMPANY INFORMATION AND CAN LEGALLY PROVIDE OFF-LABEL EVIDENCE TO
HCPS ON DEMAND.

the service. You must understand the
regulatory framework, particularly if you
are due a regulatory inspection or
internal audit.

SPECIAL FEATURE:

business processes? Are there regulatory
considerations that restrict our choices
or determine system characteristics or
limitations? For example, data on file
(information that has not yet been
published and undergone independent
scrutiny) cannot be used in all countries
when responding to HCP inquiries. But
is this one of those myths or is there
basis in the regulations or codes of
practice themselves?
Companies may also want to challenge
the interpretation of the regulations,
balanced against business risk of noncompliance. One example concerns the
use of MI websites hosting predetermined answers to popular
questions from physicians: a self-service
business model. When they were

initially considered, it wasn’t clear if
they could be considered as providing
promotional information rather than a
reactive information source. Companies
who pioneered this approach
considered the website value versus the
risk of a complaint about medicines
promotion. Consulting the regulations
and promotional codes made it clear
that a self-service model was possible as
long as the functionality design avoided
scenarios that would become
promotional (suggesting relevant
content, like a list of FAQs rather than
doing structured, narrowly defined topic
searches).
In summary, there are situations where
you need to know the complex
regulatory framework to be able to
ensure your company is providing a
compliant Medical Information service.
When you restructure or outsource your
service, it is essential to understand how
these regulations, laws and codes of
practice are interpreted and translated
into business practice.
Sharon Leighton
Sharon runs a successful Medical
Information consultancy; training and
mentoring business helping busy
managers in Medical Information
Continues on page 10 
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achieve their goals. She is well known
for presenting at conferences on
globalization, quality management,
organizational change and customer
experience. She also teaches leadership
and mentors new managers.

Website: www.sharonleighton.co.uk
Blog: www.sharonleighton.co.uk/news
Find her on Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter
and LinkedIn.
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Not just the test:
Why your priors matter
By Michael Schewitz, MSc

HERE IS A little brainteaser: You give a
patient a routine test for a nasty
disease. The test never gives a false
negative; if the patient has the disease
the test will pick it up. The test,
however, has a false positive rate of
1%. That is, if a patient does not have
the disease there is a 1% chance the
test will still come back positive for it.
Now, unfortunately for your patient,
the test comes back positive. You need
to break the news. What are the
chances that the patient has the
disease?
Did you tell the patient that there is a
99% chance he or she has the disease?
If you did then shame on you for it is
almost certainly the case that the
probability of the patient being sick is
well under 99%. In fact, it is probably
well under 50%.
To see why, imagine a disease that
affects 1 in every 200 people evenly in
the population. Now imagine we test
200 people for the disease using our
test. Then we would expect to see one
person in our sample with the disease
so the test should identify that person.
In addition, however, the test is also
expected to be positive for about 2
people out of the remaining 199
people who are disease free. This is
because it has a 1% false positive rate
and 2 is about 1% of 199. This is
summarised in table 1 right.
It can be seen from the Table 1 that,
out of the three people identified as
positive, only 1 has the condition, the
other 2 do not. Under this scenario,
you should tell your patient that there
is only a 33% chance that they have the
disease.
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| TABLE 1: Test 1% false positive

Sample
Disease Free
Diseased
Totals

Test
199

2

1

1

200

3

The above may well not be news to
you. It derives from a simple but
extremely elegant little theorem called
Bayes theorem that you certainly
learned early in your medical training or
even at school. Bayes’s theorem says
that it is not only the accuracy of the
test that counts, but also the prior
distribution of the ailment in the
population. This is the 1 in 200 in the
example above. In short, we do not
only consider the data (the test
results)but we also consider the prior
distribution (how many people in the
population have the disease).

Michael Schewitz

To refresh your memories, Bayes
theorem says:
P(A¦D) = P(A).P(D¦A)/P(D).
Where:
P(A¦D) is the probability of event A (in
this case, the patient having the disease)
given the data D (in this case, a positive
test). P(A¦D) is called the posterior
probability and is the quantity of
interest.
P(A) is the prior probability of event A
which in this case is the probability of a
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random person from the population
having the disease, prior to being given
the test.
P(D¦A) is the probability of the data
given A, in this case the probability of
getting a positive test result if the
patient has the disease. In our example,
we have assumed this probability to be
certain, so P(D¦A) = 1.
P(D) is the probability of the data. In
this case it is the probability of getting a
positive result if we had randomly
tested a person from the population
without knowing whether or not that
person had the disease.

on board, is not to send people for
needless tests. Having a prior
probability of a disease being higher for
any test with a given false positive rate,
makes that test more worthwhile. (Play
with the formula above to see this.
Increase the prior probability and note
how the posterior probability increases.)
The amazing thing though about Bayes
theorem is not the result, powerful as it
is, but how often the result is forgotten.
In the 1980s there was a story of a
teenager who committed suicide
because he had tested positive for HIV.
However, the prior distribution of HIV

HAVING A PRIOR PROBABILITY OF A DISEASE BEING HIGHER FOR ANY
TEST WITH A GIVEN FALSE POSITIVE RATE, MAKES THAT TEST MORE
WORTHWHILE.

Thomas Bayes was a nineteenth century
English Reverend who dabbled in
Mathematics and his result was
discovered and appreciated from his
writing only after he died. It is a
remarkably powerful result and it has
transformed data analysis in all the
sciences. Prior to Bayes, we knew of
course that the data were important but
we struggled to analyse conditional
data. Bayes showed us a way of
analysing conditional data by also
considering the prior probability: the
probability of the event prior to us
getting the data.

in the population at the time meant that
very few people were HIV positive and
so, following the reasoning shown
above, there was a good chance that he
was fine notwithstanding the positive
test. (Currently blood that tests HIV
positive undergoes further tests, due to
this problem, before the result is given
to patients.) As recently as 2010, a
Professor of Mathematics at Warwick
University, Ian Stewart, pointed out that
a much-touted test for autism described
in an article in the Journal of
Neuroscience was not that good if it
was to be widely applied because it had
a 10% false positive rate. As the
incidence of autism (the prior
probability of autism) is low in the
population, a test with a false positive
of 10% really does not tell us that much
as a general diagnostic tool.

A key thing Bayes tells doctors and
which most doctors in the UK do take

The failures to apply Bayes theorem are
legion and medicine is by no means the

If you like, you can try to work out the
various probabilities above for
yourselves and substitute them into the
formula to see that P(A¦D) is indeed
about 1/3.
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only culprit. Bayes is abused in the law
as well. A notable example was the O J
Simpson trial in 1995 when no less a
luminary than Alan Dershowitz - a wellknown professor of law at Harvard
University - got it really wrong.
Famously, O J was accused of
murdering his wife and it had been
established that he abused her during
their marriage. Dershowitz argued
though that only 1 in a 1000 wife
abusers go on to murder their wives.
The implication here is that the fact that
OJ was a wife beater should have no
bearing on whether he was guilty of
murder.
The issue is not that Dershowitz’s datum
was wrong. The issue is that he was
either deliberately or accidentally not
considering the correct prior. If the prior
condition is that a wife is alive and is
being abused by her husband, then the
odds are indeed that the husband will
not kill her. However, this was not the
case here. Here the wife was dead so
the question becomes: if an abused wife
turns up dead, what are the chances
that the husband did it? On the
historical data, the chances are very
high.
In short Dershowitz was asking the jury
to consider
P(husband a murderer¦ wife abused but
still alive) = small.
When the jury should have been asked
to consider
P(husband a murderer¦wife abused and
murdered) = big.
The fact that OJ abused his wife, and
that she has now been murdered is
strong circumstantial evidence that
suggests he is the murderer,
notwithstanding the blandishments of a
Harvard law professor
Changing the priors dramatically
changes how we consider the evidence.
This really is the big insight from Bayes
theorem and it is all too often forgotten.

I have a friend whose doctor wants to
put him on statins due to persistent
moderately elevated cholesterol (he
does not have heart disease). He has a
family history of type 2 diabetes,
however. He is not diabetic but, due to
his family history, he is concerned about
this as he ages. He is concerned about
statins as it is now seems increasingly
evident that statins increase the risk of
diabetes. Diabetes is, of course, a far
greater problem than raised cholesterol.
However, doctors say that the increased
risk of diabetes is small. They say this is
due to the fact that the increase in
diabetes in the overall population of
people taking statins is quite small.
Consequently, his doctor says this is a
risk worth taking. However, his doctor is
only considering the following:
P(benefits from Statins¦ Elevated
Cholesterol, No heart disease) which is
deemed to be high.
My friend, however, would like to know:
P(benefit from Statins¦ Elevated
Cholesteral, No heart disease, Familial
history of diabetes) which he is
concerned is far lower or maybe even
negative.
His concern is that maybe most of the
additional people who have developed
diabetes from Statins had a familial
predisposition to it. Possibly a family of
history of diabetes means that statins
should not be so readily prescribed to
someone who does not have heart
disease.
For a statistician, segmenting patients
and looking at the prior probability that
a patient will develop diabetes seems
like a very natural thing to do when
considering the appropriateness of the
drug. Relatively few doctors though
seem to talk about this or seem to think
about it. To me, doctors often appear
not to consider priors and conditional
probabilities as much as they should.
This article is a very broad, brief, and
simplified introduction to the notion of

STATISTICS:
Not just the test:
Why your priors matter

priors. A great deal of subtlety has been
ignored when describing the basic idea.
There is one more thing though that
should be said as general comment that
shows just how important priors are. In
the absence of hard knowledge about
priors, we can also form them
subjectively in our heads. These
subjective priors will greatly influence
how we see the world and act in it.
Look again at Bayes formula and note
that the prior probability, P(A) in my
example above, is a multiplicative factor
in it. This means that if P(A) = 0, then
no matter what the other quantities are,
P(A¦D) = 0. That is, we decide that, no
matter what the test says, the patient
definitely does not have the disease. We
say that our prior dwarfs the data.
This is particularly relevant when we
look at the world today. The world is
increasingly polarised which means that
our subjective priors are becoming
narrower and narrower, until they are
like the zero prior above. Someone who
cannot change their view is someone
who has P(A) = 0 where A is
something with which he or she
disagrees. We see this more and more in
politics. Brexit and supporters/haters of
Donald Trump or Jeremy Corbyn are
Continues on page 14 
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Continues from page 13

good examples. There are groups on
both sides of the debate whose views
will not change despite any new data.
Their priors are such that the probability
that they are wrong, no matter what the
data says, is zero.

STATISTICS:
Not just the test:
Why your priors matter

Thinking in this way can never be
good. Both in science and in society,
the importance of examining and being
cognisant of your priors has never been
more important.
Michael Schewitz
Works with data, mostly in finance.
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PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT:
The Power of Negotiation
By Richard Reid, CEO, Pinnacle Wellbeing Services

THERE IS A fine line between
assertiveness and aggression which
people can often confuse. It involves
voicing your own wants and needs,
whilst also considering the needs of
others. When you are assertive, you are
self-assured and draw power from this
to get your point across firmly, fairly
and with empathy. In contrast,
Aggressive behaviour is based on
winning at all costs. You do what is in
your own best interest without regard
for the rights, needs or feelings of
others.
Assertive people get things done by
treating people with fairness and
respect and are generally treated by
others the same way in return. This
means that they are often well-liked and
seen as leaders that people want to
work with. They can recognise the
value of the other person’s position and
can quickly find common ground with
them. They feel empowered to do
whatever it takes to find the most
pragmatic solution to the problems that
they encounter.
There are several simple but effective
communication techniques that you can
use to become more assertive:

USE “I” STATEMENTS
Use “I want”, “I need” or “I feel” to
convey basic assertions and get your
point across firmly. For example, “I feel
strongly that we need to bring in a third
party to mediate this disagreement.”

express what you need from them.
For example, “I understand that you're
having trouble working with Bob, but
this project needs to be completed by
Friday. Let's all sit down and come up
with a plan together.”

ESCALATION
If your first attempts at asserting
yourself have been unsuccessful, then
you may need to escalate the matter
further. This means becoming firmer
(though still polite and respectful) with
the person who you are requesting help
from and may end in you telling them
what you will do next if you are still
unsatisfied.
For example, “Anne, this is the third
time this week I've had to speak to you
about arriving late. If you're late once
more this month, I will activate the
disciplinary process.”

ASK FOR MORE TIME
Sometimes, it is best not to say
anything. You might be too emotional,
or you might not know what it is that
you want yet.
If this is the case, be honest and tell the
person that you need a few minutes to
compose your thoughts.
For example, you might say “Jim, your
request has caught me off guard. I'll get
back to you within the half hour.”

CHANGE YOUR VERBS
EMPATHY
Always try to recognise and understand
how the other person views the
situation. Then, after taking his or her
point of view into consideration,
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Richard Reid

Try using verbs that are more definite
and emphatic when you communicate.
This will help you to send a clear
message and avoid “sugar-coating” your
message so much that people are left
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PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT:

The Power of Negotiation

ASSERTIVE PEOPLE GET THINGS DONE BY TREATING PEOPLE WITH
FAIRNESS AND RESPECT AND ARE GENERALLY TREATED BY OTHERS THE SAME
WAY IN RETURN. THIS MEANS THAT THEY ARE OFTEN WELL-LIKED AND SEEN AS
LEADERS THAT PEOPLE WANT TO WORK WITH.

confused by what it is that you want
from them.

“I cannot take on any more projects
right now.”

To do this, use verbs like “will” instead
of “could” or “should,” “want”
instead of “need,” or “choose to”
instead of “have to.”

“I'll pay extra for you to do it.”

For example:
“I will be going on vacation next week,
so I will need someone to cover my
workload.”

“Seriously, this is really important. My
boss insists that this gets done.”

“I want to go on this training course
because I believe that it will help me to
progress in my role and my career.”
“I choose this option because I think it
will prove to be more successful than
the other options on the table.”

BE A BROKEN RECORD
Prepare the message that you want to
convey ahead of time.
If, for instance, you can't take on any
more work, be direct and say, “I
cannot take on any more projects right
now.” If people still do not get the
message, then keep restating your
message using the same language, and
don't relent. Eventually they will likely
realize that you really mean what
you're saying.
For example:
“I'd like you to work on the Acme
project.”
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“I cannot take on any more projects
right now.”

“I cannot take on any more projects
right now.”
“Will you do it as a personal favour?”
“I’m sorry, I value our relationship, but I
simply cannot take on any more projects
right now.”
It can often be hard to know how to
put your feelings across clearly and
confidently to someone when you need
to assert yourself. The scripting
technique can help here. It allows you
to prepare what you want to say in
advance, using a four-pronged approach
that describes:
1. The event. Tell the other person
exactly how you see the situation or
problem.
“Liz, the production costs this month are
23 percent higher than average. You
didn't give me any indication of this,
which meant that I was completely
surprised by the news.”
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2. Your feelings. Describe how you feel
about the situation and express your
emotions clearly.
“This frustrates me and makes me feel
like you don't understand or appreciate
how important financial controls are in
the company.”

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT:

The Power of Negotiation

3. Your needs. Tell the other person
exactly what you need from her so
that she doesn't have to guess.
“I need you to be honest with me and
let me know when we start going
significantly over budget on anything.”
4. The consequences. Describe the
positive impact that your request will
have for the other person or the
company if your needs are met
successfully.
“If you do this we will be in a good
position to hit our targets and may get a
better end-of-year bonus.”
You can learn to be more assertive over
time by identifying your needs and
wants, expressing them in a positive
way, and learning to say “no” when you
need to. You can also use assertive
communication techniques to help you
to communicate your thoughts and
feelings firmly and directly.
By practising these techniques regularly,
you will slowly build up the confidence
and self-belief that you need to become
assertive. You may also find that you
become more productive, efficient and
respected too.
Richard Reid
CEO, Pinnacle Wellbeing Services
www.pinnaclewellbeingservices.com
Tel. 0207 060 4375
info@pinnaclewellbeingservices.com
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TRIBUTE:

David Blowers MB BS BSc FFPM
1948-2018
by friends and colleagues

DAVID

WAS A FRIEND, A COLLEAGUE,

A LEADER AND SOMEONE WHOSE BIG
PERSONALITY MAKES IT HARD TO
KNOW WHERE TO START.

THIS

IS A

BRIEF TRIBUTE FROM SOME OF HIS
FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES.

David Blowers
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BORN IN 1948, David attended
Sevenoaks School and played rugby in
his spare time. He remained a lifelong
rugby fan; an avid Richmond supporter
and latterly a London Irish season ticket
holder. He inherited a passing interest
in the Arsenal (as the cognoscenti call
them still) because the Woolwich
Arsenal is where his father worked as a
senior engineer. He trained at the
(Royal) London and the tales of
working in the very late 1960s in East
End gangland’s prime A&E department
were always blood curdling but
amusing at the same time. Anaesthetics
was David’s clinical specialism
developing from his scientific interest in
pharmacology. He became a Senior
Registrar in Anaesthetics at St Mary’s,
London. He saw out his Obs and Gynae
at St Helier Hospital, Carshalton and
also worked at Whipp’s Cross during
rotation. David met his beloved wife,
Catherine, at the London and the story
goes that their eyes met across a
particularly nasty carbuncle in the
casualty department. As a student nurse,
Catherine required some sustaining tea
after David’s tour de force
demonstration of lancing technique.
They were married for 40 plus years,
have three wonderful offspring, Sarah,
James and Edward, and seven muchloved grandchildren.
David joined the pharmaceutical
industry in 1980 with Ciba Geigy and he
wore his red-hearted Trasicor T-shirt
with pride at the famous Cyril Maxwell
training courses run for new joiners in
that glorious concrete jungle, the neverforgotten De Vere Hotel Coventry! He
always enjoyed training on both sides of
the room. He was also good at it, as
can be seen from these comments:

David has been hugely influential to me,
someone I looked up to immensely. He
has profoundly influenced me
academically and professionally, both
through his technical expertise, and
through his huge personality and strong
moral compass.
Catherine Ludwig
He was my SSA when I was a PMST
trainee. He was an excellent support to
me during my training. He was an
inspiration and always had a useful
contribution to every situation. He had a
knack of making people laugh. He will
be greatly missed.
Stephanie Jones
I will never forget how he escorted me to
the bathroom during my first attempt at
Dip Pharm Med. I reminded him of this
event several years later when I invited
him to speak to several medical
colleagues on how best to navigate
revalidation. David managed to soothe
our nerves with his very healthy (and
much appreciated) dose of pragmatism
and scepticism which I still hold to this
day. A wonderful, warm, brave and
full-of-life man whom I will be forever
grateful to have met and known. He
touched many of our lives.
Dominic Beale
And those of us who knew him well
would know that he would laugh such
plaudits off.
From Ciba Geigy, he moved to ER
Squibb & Sons (BMS) becoming Medical
Director in 1986. This role gave him an
insight into the criticality of achieving
the “right” dosage for new drugs –
captopril was the first ACE inhibitor and
was launched in 1981 with a dosage
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regimen that was later changed to
deliver better pharmacodynamic effects
with more tolerable side effects. He later
took up a senior global role at
SmithKline Beecham (GSK) working in
the UK and the Far East. In 1996, David
became a consultant pharmaceutical
physician. He was very much a pioneer
of the nascent Faculty of Pharmaceutical
Medicine believing in the importance of
the specialty of pharmaceutical medicine
and its recognition. His contribution has
been rightly recognised:

Faculty became more established. Focus
on the person and the role of the
pharmaceutical physician was as
important to David as was the specialty
itself:

He was a personal colleague on the
Professional Standards committee at the
Faculty until his recent illness. On the
committee he was a stalwart for
Continued Professional Development
(CPD) and contributed a great deal of
time to this task. But his loss is much
greater as one of the founders of the
Diploma of Pharmaceutical Medicine,
which began the process which led to the
establishment of Specialist Status of the
doctors who develop medicines. His long
support at the head of BrAPP cemented
his place as a leader on our specialist
field. He was also instrumental in the
development of the BrAPP (Cardiff)
courses. These have aided so many
doctors transition from other fields of
medicine to Pharmaceutical Medicine.
Tim Higenbottam

I first met David when he consulted for
me when I had an appointment at
Zeneca, or it might have been ICI in
those days. It was a privilege knowing
him: a larger than life character in so
many ways.
Paul Marcus

He gave so much to Pharmaceutical
Medicine over his entire career and
certainly helped shape the speciality in
many ways. He had a real passion for
what we do in our work and always
ensured that things were done properly.
He was also passionate about training
and helped, coached and supported
many of the trainees.
Alan Boyd

A larger-than-life character.
Paul Robinson

David was a loyal and active BrAPP
member for over 30 years, the Meetings
Committee secretary and three times its
Chair, including at the time of his death.
He was very proud to see and host the
celebration as the Association celebrated
its 60th birthday in late 2017. He always
saw a place for BrAPP as a separate and
important organisation even as the
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David Blowers

David was a great help to us when we
needed his services and I very much
appreciated his experience, opinion,
insights and most importantly, good
humour during the time that he was
with us.
Liz Clark

David was a lovely guy. I have known
him since I started in the industry in the
90s and was lucky enough to work with
him when he started consulting. Since
then I have seen him many times at
meetings and Faculty business. He was
always cheerful, always pleased to see
you and always a source of good advice.
I always felt better after bumping into
David and I can’t believe I won’t see him
again across the table at ARCP meetings.
Chris Muldoon

I remember David from way back, when
I started out in the pharma industry
and was on the Dip. Pharm. Med.
course. He was always so jovial and
friendly, not to mention highly
knowledgeable and well connected. His
sideburns were a fascination too, and
he wore them with such style. I
particularly felt that David had time for
everyone, and had a very accessible
personality. His style of speaking was
very relaxed and inclusive and he liked
to ride a little dangerous edge every now
and then with his slight irreverence,
which I loved. David’s commitment to
educating young physicians was
something that will leave a legacy of

confident and competent people in its
wake.
Maria Wishart
David was a driving force in
pharmaceutical medicine, an
unforgettable figure in our history, and
now through his legacy inextricably
interwoven with our future. He leaves a
big gap. I know I am not the only one
who will miss his whiskers and his
waistcoats, and the kindness of a true
friend.
Kristina Strutt
I don't remember actually meeting
David; it feels as if I've always known
him. Certainly he was very much a part
of BrAPP meetings when I was new to
the industry, and he became a good
mentor and a great friend. David was a
man nobody forgot. He was a big man
with real presence.
Jane Barrett
David Blowers will be hugely missed by
BrAPP and especially by the Secretariat.
Liz Langley
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DRUG DEVELOPMENT:

Drug Discovery
Creating the model T of the 21st century
By Ian Churcher, SVP Drug Discovery, BenevolentAI

As we all work busily in our own
corners of drug discovery, be it in
Pharma, biotech or academia, ask
yourself the question – are you just
pushing that horse a little more or are
you genuinely imagining and creating
the model T of the 21st century?

Ian Churcher

Fortunately, biomedical science is not
standing still in its pursuit of better
human health. Knowledge is increasing
rapidly, perhaps doubling every year or
so and with many thousands of new
publications appearing every single day
there are lots of new ideas to help us –
but therein also lies a problem. All of
this new knowledge (only a fraction of
which will directly allow breakthroughs
and new therapies) is difficult for any
one person to assimilate and even when
firm conclusions can be drawn from it,
they often then only signal the start of a
drug discovery journey that takes 10
years or more to deliver a medicine for
widespread clinical use.
In other words, if drug discovery were a
maze, it is a maze where it’s extremely
difficult to even to find the best way in
and then, when you are in, well, you’re
not getting out too quickly…
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This is a classic example of a problem
where incremental improvements are
unlikely to fundamentally change the
magnitude of the challenge and instead,
something different is required. To
paraphrase a great early 20th century
innovator (perhaps incorrectly
attributed), “we really don’t need a
faster horse.”
So, if we assume this particular horse is
already galloping as fast as it possibly
can, where do we go? Drug discoverers

need to try some fundamentally
different ways of working. The current,
linear process (we all know the chevron
diagrams) works of course. People and
companies are very good at it so are
very happy to continue doing it but
remember, riding a horse will also get
you from London to Edinburgh
eventually, just not in a way which
meets the needs of 21st century society
To break out of this, we need to rethink
the process and use as many novel
approaches as we can, challenging
dogma as we go. Drug development is
a highly regulated business (for good
reason – patient safety should always
remain the prime goal of drug
developers), but there are still many
ways of doing things differently which
will also maintain, and even ultimately
improve, the safety of new medicines.
Here are some examples:
At the most basic level, small molecule
drugs still need to be made in the
chemistry lab, using linear sequences of,
often labour-intensive chemical
manipulations, frequently using
equipment which would not seem out
of place in a Victorian lab. In the
modern lab, we should design and
make more use of roboticized
synthesisers to reduce the time taken to
make molecules and then programme
these synthesizers to make molecules
which chemists have selected by
making use of deep learning/AI
assistance.
Of course, it’s only worth making
molecules once you have a therapeutic
hypothesis that you believe has
relevance to clinical disease. As we
highlighted earlier, finding such
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trustworthy hypotheses is not easy but
by harnessing the rapidly growing
power of artificial intelligence, the
vastness of the biomedical literature can
now be brought together

today yet?). This provides opportunities
for novel, and potentially more
informative, clinical trial endpoints
which can be monitored more cheaply.
Drug compliance, so often a problem

DRUG DEVELOPMENT:
Drug Discovery
Creating the model T of the 21st
century

…IF YOU DON’T TRY SOME OF THESE THINGS IN YOUR DRUG
DISCOVERY STRATEGY YOU WON’T FIND THE ONES WHICH WORK BUT YOUR
COMPETITORS WILL

comprehensively to highlight to drug
discovery scientists larger numbers of
potential hypotheses from which to pick
the best ones. A new, but concordantly
supported hypothesis can enable a new
drug discovery project with more
confidence or better, can find new uses
for existing drug molecules.
Most drug molecules inhibit a specific
protein target to elicit their
pharmacological effect requiring the
drug to stay in the body at sufficient
concentration to maintain high target
occupancy until the next dose is given.
This frequently requires high drug doses
which, in turn, increases the risk of
unintended pharmacology (i.e. toxicity
or adverse events). Instead of relying on
this equilibrium occupancy-based
efficacy, recently targeted protein
degradation using untraditional
molecules known as Protacs, has shown
high levels of cellular and in vivo
potency due to the unique, catalytic
mode of action of these molecules. This
has the genuine promise to translate to
low clinical dose and thus better
efficacy and therapeutic windows.

especially for chronic conditions leading
to suboptimal clinical outcomes, can
also be improved by use of electronic
reminders or even monitoring to ensure
correct dosing.
These are just a few examples of areas
which, if successfully used together (and
in concert with other new approaches
also), could start to form a new drug
discovery norm. Some approaches may
prove to be transformational, others may
disappear without trace after riding the
hype curve for an all too short existence
but one thing is for sure, if you don’t try
some of these things in your drug
discovery strategy you won’t find the
ones which work but your competitors
will, and they’ll happily leave you riding
that old horse for a long while yet.
As we all work busily in our own
corners of drug discovery, be it in
Pharma, biotech or academia, ask
yourself the question – are you just
pushing that horse a little more or are
you genuinely imagining and creating
the model T of the 21st century?
Ian Churcher

Once in the clinic, smart phones and
devices are increasingly able to monitor
patient health (and indeed influence it:
have you completed your 10,000 steps
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SOAPBOX WARRIOR
The Gentle Art of Complaining Beautifully
By Dana Kidson

A FEW MONTHS ago, I took my
godchild to lunch. The responsibilities
of a godparent are not well-specified in
this, largely secular, age and I am
tragically ill-equipped to supply the
lashings of luxury that a well-selected
god-parent should; or even to set a
good moral example. But that is in
whole the mortal parents’ fault. (P’r’aps
they thought I’d make a good object
lesson?)

By Dana Kidson

We do manage a scraping of indulgence
like the lunch, and on this occasion,
GC’s dish was not at all good and he
made an unhappy face on the first bite.
I said we’d send it back and he was
instantly scarlet from throat to hairline,
mumbling that it was fine. But hard
risotto is not fine even if a 15 year old
boy would rather break his teeth than
deal with the mortification of aaaargh,
COMPLAINING.
He isn’t alone. I know many adults who
would sooner visit the dentist than
complain about something to the
people able to do anything about it.
They do complain – to their most
distant friends and relations, to strangers
on a bus – they sit and seethe and
never go back to the offending
establishment.
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But, as I explained to GC - having
finally found my Olympian purpose this assumes that the business, in this
case restaurant, wants you to be
unhappy and wishes that you would
only darken their doorstep once, if that
often. In reality they’d like you to
return, often. Consequently, when a
mistake happens to a bit of Arborio,
you ought to give them the opportunity
to put it right.

They won’t always. Sometimes they
will aggravate matters, saying “well no
one else has complained” or “chef
meant it to be like eating little pieces
of rock”. Then you are allowed to
detest them and trumpet their
awfulness from the rooftop that is
TripAdvisor.
But before that, how to complain
beautifully. We are none of us
completely comfortable with the
business of complaining. So much so
that it usually takes quite a head of
steam to work up to doing it and so
the complainant is tetchy or even quite
furious when expressing
dissatisfaction.
However you don’t have to be. If you
are polite and reasonable, then you’ll
almost always have satisfactory redress.
Sometimes you even get free pudding.
So I called our waiter and let GC
explain about the risotto. By ‘let’, of
course, I mean I dropped him in it with:
“my friend is not entirely happy with
his dish.” (Poor darling, I am sure there
must have been a more suitable
godparent, try harder mortal-parents,
try.)
GC despite his burning face, explained
and the waiter was lovely - as
apologetic as can be and a perfect
replacement dish came, as well as
chocolate mousse by way of an apology
later, the item struck from our bill.
Not all complaints go smoothly. I had
to hold for nearly four hours over four
phone calls to Royal Mail Customer
Service, which turned my very
reasonable feathers, into raving, ruffled
plumage.
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If saying things face to face is too
difficult, there is always the pen – I am
fond of writing letters – and once, in
response had tea and a prawn sarnie
with a manager of M&S, who are stars
at handling problems, usually. I am
much less in love with using social
media as a course of redress – there’s
too much of it and no one pays
attention. You’re just more noise unless
you manage to start a
#risottobrokemyteethtoo tsunami.
Not, I hasten to add, that the object is
scoring free grub or anything else,
which would be a wholly immoral use
of complaints. Nor am I a curmudgeonly
finder of fault – well I might be a little.
The thing is to clearly state your
expectations, how they were
disappointed, why you are less than
content. Be reasonable and fair, always
remembering that you are giving them
the opportunity to put matters right –
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humans make mistakes and often the
person taking your complaint, didn’t
make the mistake themselves.
Attach a photograph if it’s pertinent.
The flip side of complaining beautifully
is to acknowledge gracefully when
things have been done above and
beyond reasonable expectation.

SOAPBOX WARRIOR
The Gentle Art of Complaining
Beautifully

Last Christmas John Lewis managed to
find and deliver a very late gift with
quite staggering efficiency and so I
wrote to their customer service
department to thank them. In return, I
had a reply to say that they had NEVER
had a thank you note before and it
made their Noel.
It may not be a fine work of art or a
grande cru cellar laid down in his
toddler years, but teaching GC to
complain seems a passable bit of
godparenting.
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